po=l; for each n let Pn-^llpk-For any sequence {xk} of real numbers, a transformed sequence {y n } is defined by the relation yn^Pn^l-Qpn-kXh (» = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). If the sequence {y n } has the limit x', the sequence {x k } is said to be summable-iVp to x f , where N p is the Nörlund summability method corresponding to p. The method N p is known to be regular (that is, consistent with ordinary convergence, for all convergent sequences {xk}) if and only if pn -oiPn) ' There is a substantial known theory of the Nörlund summability methods (see [2, 6, 7, 8, 9] ), of which certain results will be quoted in this section for comparison with their analogues for sequences of random variables.
For two summability methods A and B, the statement u AQ.B n means that any sequence summable-^4 to a finite limit is also summable-5 to the same limit. The statement "A =B" means that A C.B and BCA. The negation of "ACB" is a A<X.B» In addition to N p , defined by {pk\, let a second Nörlund summability method N q be defined by {#&}, with <Zo = l, qk^O, and <2n=X)o<Zfc-The following generating functions and coefficients are defined formally by M. Riesz [7] : It is assumed in (2-1) to (2) (3) (4) (5) that N p and N q are both regular.
(2-1) (M. Riesz [7] ) N P CN q if and only if, as »-><», both X*-oP*|X»*-*| =0(Q n ) and\* = o(Q n ).
(2-2) (M. Riesz [7] The author has not seen (2) (3) (4) (5) in the literature, but it is undoubtedly known. It can be proved much like the analogous Theorem 6 of the next section.
3. Nörlund summability of random variables to zero. Sections 3 and 4 of [l] contain the notation, basic definitions, and references for the summability in probability of a sequence {x&} to 0. We shall here confine ourselves to sequences of independent, real-valued, symmetric random variables which form a normal family. DEFINITION 1 (P. Levy [5] ). {x^} forms a normal family when both (3-1) and (3-2) hold: (Levy does not require that E(x k ) = 0.) DEFINITION 2. With the notation of §2 above, a sequence {x k } is said to be summable-N p in probability to 0 when for each e>0, as n-»<*>, Prob < \P n X>n-fc x fc > e\ -> 0.
The words "in probability" will sometimes be omitted for brevity. The basic theorem is the following: THEOREM 1. {x k } is a normal family of independent, real-valued, symmetric random variables. In order that {xk} be summable-N p in probability to 0, it is necessary and sufficient that, as n-+ <*>, (3) (4) ZA>-^* = o(P n ). The basic tools of the present investigation are Theorems 2 and 3, which are analogues of (2-1) and (2-2). In the following, regularity of N p for sequences of real numbers is not assumed unless explicitly x(a) = --= 2-é^n% n ;
together form a sufficient condition for Np(ZN q with respect to the summability in probability of normal families of independent, real-valued, symmetric random variables to 0:
Z^Un^l =O(0l);
PROOF. Let {x&} be any normal family of independent, real-valued, symmetric random variables which is summable-iVp to 0. Suppose (3) (4) (5) and (3) (4) (5) (6) hold. Let ** = Pr 2 E*-erf>*-**» (* = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). By Theorem 1, {tk} is a null-sequence of non-negative numbers. Let w n = OiT 2 22J«o2r?~/kOt (w = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). To prove Theorem 2 it is sufficient to show that {u n } is also a null-sequence and apply Theorem 1 again.
Define cr(x) as XtU 0 ***» formally. Now
Hence, by equating coefficients, we see that we may write u n -^ï^obnktk, where bnk = Q»T 2 PtXn-/fc. The sequence {w n } is seen to be obtained as the transform of {tk} by the triangular matrix \\b n k\\-To prove Theorem 2 it suffices to show that \\b n k\\ is null-preserving. By a theorem of Kojima [4] , ||&nfc|| is null-preserving if and only if:
lim b n k = 0, for each k;
But (3-6) is equivalent to (3-7), and (3-5) is equivalent to (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . This proves Theorem 2.
Since its members are non-negative, {tk} is not an arbitrary nullsequence; hence this proof cannot yield necessary conditions for NpCN q . Indeed, (3-5) is not necessary; see Corollary 2, following Theorem 7.
The symbol C r (r^O) represents the Cesàro summability method of order r over sequences of random variables. COROLLARY 1. Let N q be a regular Nörlund summability method. Set #_i = 0.-4 sufficient condition for Ci(ZN q with respect to the summability in probability of normal families of independent, real-valued, symmetric random variables to 0 is that
PROOF. Identify Ci with N p in Theorem 2. It is found that £(x) = (l-x)~x and that X n = <^ -g n 2 _i. Condition (3-6) is automatically satisfied, since N q is regular. Condition (3-5) is thus sufficient for CiCZNq. But when N p is Ci , (3) (4) (5) takes the form (3-9), proving the corollary. 
By Lemma 3, proved in §4, (3-11) implies (3-9). By Corollary 1 above, (3-9) implies that CiCN q . PROOF. Given a regular N q with q n Sq n +i for all n. By (2-4), C\CN q . Hence, by Theorem 4, CiQN q . There remains only the proof that N q C.Ci. This will be given in two steps.
I. Since N q is regular, for each n we have, as r-»<*>, q r /Q n +r^qr/Qr -»0. Let b(n) = max r^o (<Zr/(?n-fr). We shall prove that 
q n -k-i)
The last inequality is by (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Hence for some integer n{ greater than tu we have
By (3-12) we see that 0(w/)>2-1 €j8 2 >O. Thus {*(»)} cannot be a null-sequence, completing the proof of Theorem 5.
The satisfaction of condition (3-12) is equivalent to regularity for Nörlund summability methods N p whose counterparts N p can sum to 0 a sequence {Xk} of random variables which are not all identically zero. That is, nonregular Nörlund methods which satisfy (3-12) have only a trivial applicability to the summability of random variables.
It was proved in [l, Theorem 5.10] that, for r>l, Ci==C r with respect to the summability to 0 of arbitrary sequences {x*} of independent, real-valued, symmetric random variables. When we further restrict {xk} to normal families, the present Theorem 5 extends identity with Ci to a wide class of Nörlund summability methods including all methods C r for r>l.
Theorem 6 is the third special case in which it is shown that N p C.N q implies N p C.N q . THEOREM 6 . Let N p be any Nörlund summability method such that pnèpn+i, for all n. Then N p QCi with respect to the summability in prob-
ability of normal families of independent, real-valued, symmetric random variables to 0.
PROOF. Let Ci be identified with the N q of Theorem 2. We have
Letting a n = pn-i -£», we see formally that23" =0 X w x n = g(x)/^(x) = (1 -^iW")- 1 . Hence
Equating coefficients in (3-15), we find that Xo = l and
Since X 0 = l and since a w^0 , it is seen from (3-16) that X n^0 for all n. (The non-negativity of {X n } is also a result of Kaluza [3] .) Now EnVn=I;=iW>i-^)=^o = l. By (3-16), X n is a weighted sum of {X 0 , Xi, • • • , X n }, with total weight E*=i a fc=l-Therefore 0 ^X" ^maxo^^n-iXA;. Since XQ = 1, this implies that all X" gl. But Q n = n + 1. Hence X n = 0(01), proving (3) (4) (5) (6) .
Let R n =E*=o£k-We have the following formal identities : £(E*-o#)(E?-ol)
From (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) and (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) it is seen that Ek-o^ïl*»-*! ê(tt + l)Eï-o#* |X n _fc| = (w + l) 2 = ()*. Hence (3-5) is satisfied. By Theorem 2 the present proof is complete.
Any Nörlund method N p with nonincreasing p n is necessarily regular, for p n /P n^pn /np n = l/n->0, as n-><*>. Moreover, N p Q&. The Cesàro summability methods C r (0<r<l) are of the Nörlund type with nonincreasing {p n }. Theorem 5.5 of [l] showed that, for 0 <r < 1, CrCCi over arbitrary sequences of independent, real-valued, symmetric random variables. Theorem 5.6 of [l] showed that, for 0<r<l, Ci(£C r , even over normal families. Hence the conclusion of Theorem 6 cannot in general be extended to assert that N p =Ci.
One may ask whether Theorem 4 has a converse. That is, if N q is regular, and if &(£N q over real sequences, can one always find a normal family summable-Ci to 0 but not summable-iVg to 0? When N q is C r (0O<l), we just saw that the answer is "yes." In general, however, the answer is "no," as is shown by the following theorem. THEOREM PROOF. Let p n = 1 (n even) ; let p n = 0 (n odd). Then P n^n /2.
Let & be identified with the N q of (2-1), (2-2), and Theorem 2. Then q n = l and Q n = n+1, for all n. Hence, by , N P C.Ci over sequences of real numbers. II. Since ]C"==o|Mn*| = °°, we find from (2-2) that N p^d for sequences of real numbers. Since N p QCi, we know that CiCfiVp.
III. Obviously X» = *(#); and BU>P*|Xn-*| =P 2 n +Pn 2 -i^n*/2 = 0(QÎ). Hence, by Theorem 2, N p CCi for the {x*} of (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) .
IV. To prove CiQN p we are unable to use Theorem 2 by interchanging p and q and putting {/x n } into (3) (4) (5) and (3) (4) (5) (6) . However, (3-5) is not a necessary condition, and we shall show directly that CiQN p . Consider any normal family {x^} which is summable-Ci to 0. By Theorem 1, fr^t-o 0 *--^» as w-*oo. Hence Pr^Eî-o^»-* 0 » ^PiT 2 Z2-ooi=(4/w 2 )22»o^-^0, as w->oo. Theorem 1, applied to N p , proves that {xjfc} is summable-iVp to 0. Hence CiQN p and so, by III above, Ci^N p . This completes the proof of Theorem 7.
It is curious that the necessity of condition (3) (4) (5) for N p C.N q over normal families {x&} breaks down just for an example where we fail to have N p CN q over real sequences.
